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Introduction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1. IntroductionTime:	20 minutesMaterials:	None		Introduce key member of their organization and have them discuss the importance or the training and express their excitement. This could be the President, Superintendent or Director of the organization (they should have been invited to be at the training in advance). Introduce yourself - give examples of your training experience, and your own experiences with supervision, including some war stories if you have them. Ask that participants respect confidentiality: What we say in this room stays in this room.  Remind them that it was Mark Twain who said: If two people have the same opinion, you don’t need one of them, so they are at liberty to disagree with one another, and with the instructor.  However, remind them to respect other people’s opinions: We ask that you act courteously, to make sure we give other people their share of air time, and that we listen when other people are talking. Finally, ask them to participate. Tell them You get out of a workshop just about what you put into it, and you will learn as much from sharing with others as you will from the concepts we bring you. We’d like to open our Supervisory Academy with a story: The Three BricklayersA traveler came upon three men working. He asked the first man what he was doing and the man said he was laying bricks. He asked the second man the same question and he said he was putting up a wall. When he got to the third man and asked him what he was doing he said he was building a cathedral. Do you look at what you do every day as a calling? What if you did? What if you did?It doesn’t necessarily have to be the job of your dreams, but can you see the big picture in your daily actions? Do you realize what a difference you are making? We may be laying bricks every day, but if we can envision the cathedral, and move through our days with intention and passion, we are living our best life. So what’d your cathedral? What difference do you want to make? With startling clarity, this story illustrates that purpose has the power to transform not only our attitude about the work that we do, but the quality of our work as well. And if purpose can help one transcend even a physically laborious task as that undertaken by the three masons in our story, then imagine the impact that clarity of purpose can have on our work, and on that of our employees.So what purpose drives you to achieve the results you seek in your life? As a supervisor do you have a compelling purpose to engage and motivate your employees?  



Introduction

Who You are is Not Determined by the 
Past

Successes Or Failures
But Rather 

Who You Are is Determined by the 
Next Choice You Make

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Titles & Responsibilities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2. Activity - Title & ResponsibilitiesTime:	5 minutesMaterials:	Title & Responsibilities handout (H1) Have participants fill out the Title & Responsibilities handout. Tell them that this is not for HR’s purposes and it will not get sent to HR. It is simply for your purposes, so that you can tailor your examples to fit what they do in a day to day basis. Remind them that not all examples will fit everyone, but filling out this form will help. 



Introductions

Let’s get to know each other!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
3. Activity - Introduction of ParticipantsTime:	25 minutesMaterials:	Beach Ball Play the Ball Toss Game:Everyone stands in a circle: one person gets the Beach Ball and starts off saying his name like this: “My name is [BLANK]”.Everyone else says “Hi Bob”. Bob then tosses it to someone else and says that person’s name. This person then repeats the previous steps and tosses it to someone else, while saying their name. In this manner, everyone will learn each other’s names.After everyone knows each other’s names, add some details to their introduction such as their department and/or how long they have worked there. Then, when someone is tossing it to someone else, they not only have to state that person’s name, but their department and/or number of years worked there as well. Give students a chance to introduce themselves to you. You will want to know their name, their department, their position title, and what kind of supervising they do. If preferred, you can ask them the following: tell me something about yourself that nobody knows, - it adds a fun, ice breaker aspect to the introductions.

https://wordwall.net/resource/58389/maths/1-20-random-picker


Pre-Post Assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
4. Activity - AssessmentTime:	5 minutesMaterials:	Pre-Post Assignment - Learning Evaluation handout (H2) Tell the participants to fill out the Pre Assessment part of the handout, and file in their binders. They will fill out the Post Assessment after the training, on the last day of class. 



Training Overview

“Adults don’t need to be taught so 
much as they need to be reminded.” – 

Unknown source

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
5. Discussion - Training OverviewTime:	20 minutesMaterials:	Flipchart paper and markers Inform students of how the training will be conducted. Inform the participants of the following: Go over dates, location and times of training and any Holidays observedGive participants the notice that there will be one break for the 3 hour sessionGive them info about washrooms, coffee, and cell phonesGo over binder and setup. Inform participants that you will be giving them handouts throughout the training that they can put into their binderOrder of training; go over session topics with them on their table of contentsGo over general setup of training; there will be discussions, a little bit of lecture, lots of participation is desired, activities Tell the class this quote: Adults don’t need to be taught so much as they need to be reminded. – Unknown source



Norms

• What are your norms 
at work?

• If you are having a 
team meeting; can 
everyone see 
everyone?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create Training Norms with the class. As a class you will set up how you would like to see the training sessions run. Here are some examples: Be prompt to sessionsSupport group proceduresBe reliableBe willing to compromiseBe courteous and respectful Encourage and energize members Ask participants: What are your norms at work? If you are having a team meeting; can everyone see everyone? Are you working together…How do you work?Bring the group’s attention to the setup of the room – the tables are setup in a “U” position. This promotes a sense of unity and togetherness and reminds members that they are learning all together. Let the group know that this is a great setup for their own meetings as well. Remind the group that this is a safe house, the place where they can learn from their mistakes in a supportive atmosphere, rather than in the workplace where it can harm their credibility or their organization   ***THIS WOULD BE A GOOD SPOT FOR A BREAK***



Best Supervisor!

Think of the best leader/supervisor 
that you have ever worked with. Write 

down what made him or her a great 
leader/supervisor. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
6. Activity & Discussion - Making the Transition from Colleague to SupervisorTime:	50 minutesMaterials:	Index cards, Flipchart paper and markers	Supervisory Responsibilities job aid (JA1) A. Role of a Supervisor Versus EmployeeAsk participants to think of the best leader/supervisor they have ever worked with. Give them each an index card and gave them write down what made him a great leader/supervisor. Share some of the answers and write some of them on the flipchart. 



From Colleague to Supervisor

• Sets an example
• Cultivates employees
• Is consistent
• Provides training
• Is open minded
• Is aware of the big 

picture
• Is on time to work
• Is a team player
• Is flexible

• Communicates
• Is approachable
• Provides clear 

expectations and 
checking for 
understanding

• Provides constructive 
feedback

• Values and supports the 
contributions made by 
each staff member

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For examples, some good answers are as follows: A good Supervisor:Sets an exampleCultivates employeesIs consistentProvides trainingIs open mindedIs aware of the big pictureIs on time to workIs a team playerIs flexibleCommunicatesIs approachableProvides clear expectations and checking for understandingProvides constructive feedbackValues and supports the contributions made by each staff member



Worst Supervisor!

Think of the worst leader/supervisor 
that you have ever worked with. Write 
down what made him or her a not-so-

great leader/supervisor. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, have participants think of their worst leader/supervisor they that ever worked with. Have them flip the card over and write down what made him a bad leader/supervisor. Share some of the answers and write some of them on the flipchart.



Agree or Disagree?
Agree Disagree

You have to be a lot smarter than the 
average person to succeed as a supervisor.

Others may help, but only you can make 
yourself a good supervisor.

Supervisors are born, not made.

A good instructor can make a person 
become a good supervisor.

Hard work is the only thing it takes to be a 
good supervisor.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While they are doing that, pull up the slide of statements (table starting with the statement: “You have to be a lot smarter than the average person to succeed as a supervisor.” Example in the curriculum.) For each statement, ask participants whether they agree or disagree. Have a discussion of why they agree or disagree.This should lead to some good discussion about supervision and give you a good understanding of where some of the participants are.



How Will my Role Change?

• Why do people get promoted?
– Answer: Usually people are promoted 

because they are good at doing something. 

• How do a lot of people get a Supervisory 
Role?
– Answer: They were good at doing 

something!  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
B. Making the Transition - How Will My Role Change?This is a good chance to get to know what each individual is thinking and feeling about their new role. Ask the participants the following questions: Is this the first time they have had a supervisory role or have they been in this position before?If they have, how is this time different, or is it? Why do people get promoted?Answer: Usually people are promoted because they are good at doing something. How do a lot of people get a Supervisory Role?Answer: They were good at doing something!  Does being good at something help in their role as a Supervisor?Yes, probably! Why? Why not?   Tell participants: Reality is…when you are promoted to a Supervisory position, you are going to have to learn to be good at doing something else……SUPERVISING! 



Employee Supervisor

Be on time Guide employees to success

Follow direction Be aware of communication, direction and 
time management. Listen to your employees

Come to work Focus on training (you and others)

Be respectful of coworkers, supervisor and 
customers

Be aware of strengths and weaknesses

Perform job with minimum supervision Have consistency in your work

Be a team player Motivate/encourage employees

Take initiative Be a role model: Lead by example

Take pride in what you do Have positive reinforcement for employees

Be flexible Say thank you to employees

Be willing to do other duties as assigned Be patient (calm during stressful times)

Leave home at home Be always learning

Don’t take things personal even if it is “Own” your actions

Communicate issues professionally

Enjoy what you do

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tell participants to take a seat and tell you what the differences are between being an employee and being a supervisor at [Company Name]. Record ideas in a T-square on the flipchart shaped like the one on the PowerPoint slide.Using the slide above, share some examples of good ideas:Be on timeFollow directionCome to workBe respectful of coworkers, supervisor and customersPerform job with minimum supervisionBe a team playerTake initiativeTake pride in what you doBe flexibleBe willing to do other duties as assignedLeave home at homeDon’t take things personal even if it isCommunicate issues professionallyEnjoy what you doGuide employees to successBe aware of communication, direction and time management. Listen to your employeesFocus on training (you and others)Be aware of strengths and weaknessesHave consistency in your workMotivate/encourage employeesBe a role model: Lead by exampleHave positive reinforcement for employeesSay thank you to employeesBe patient (calm during stressful times)Be always learning“Own” your actionsTell participants:Several things may change, but two things will almost certainly be different for a supervisor.The work will be different. There will be more administrative work, more supervising, and more managing, with less involvement with the actual work of the group.The responsibilities will increase. As a supervisor you are responsible for the work of others, not just your own output. Ask for some suggestions or guidelines on how they might:Master this new identity they have been asked to assumeOvercome any fear they may have of failure Act as a role model for their employees



Seasoned or New Supervisors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
C. Seasoned and New SupervisorsFor seasoned supervisors: Ask participants if they have any other things they have found particularly difficult to deal with. Some of the things to be prepared for include: Conflict resolution; there will be a need to discipline employees and that is difficult sometimesSome employees will need a lot of “hands-on” leadership by you; others won’tThink about ways to motivate your employeesBe a friendly supervisor vs a friend supervisor  For new managers: Ask participants what some of the new challenges they will have to deal with are. Responses may include: Dealing with former peersDealing with friendsDealing with people who are older or who have been working as an employee longer than you haveDealing with members of the opposite sexReassure the group you will discuss these as the session progresses.



Seasoned or New Supervisors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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5 Things to Tell Employees
1. Reassure your new associates that everyone should 

continue to do their job as they have always done
2. Let them know that you have no preconceived 

notions
3. Emphasize that you believe in teamwork and co-

operation to get the job done.
4. Point out that you will keep everyone informed as 

to anything you learn that will affect the group or 
any individual employee.

5. Remind everyone that if they have any problems, 
they should be brought to your attention.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tell participants: Here are five things to tell employees if you are coming in as a new supervisor:Reassure your new associates that everyone should continue to do their job as they have always done, and that it is basically business as usual.Let them know that you have no preconceived notions about anyone or anything within the work unit.Emphasize that you believe in teamwork and co-operation to get the job done.Point out that you will keep everyone informed as to anything you learn that will affect the group or any individual employee. Tell them you expect them to be equally open about keeping you informed.Remind everyone that if they have any problems, they should be brought to your attention. 



Discuss—Decide—Support
Discuss
This is where the organization will discuss new 
ideas and/or practices. 
Decide
No matter if you agree or not agree with the 
decision you must support the
decision. 
Support
Support the change. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hand out the Supervisory Responsibilities job aid. Must always remind ourselves of our role. Adapt the practice of Discuss—Decide—Support. Discuss:This is where the organization will discuss new ideas and/or practices. As a supervisor you may or may not be involved in this part of the process. Sometimes upper management make decisions and sometimes they involve you in the decision making and other times they do not involve you. Decide:No matter if you agree or not agree with the decision you must support the decision. Even if you do not agree with the decision, you have to be there for your employees. Your subordinates will follow your lead. Support:Support the change. Guide the change and support your staff with a positive attitude and remove rumors and anxiety about the change. 



Older Employees
Even employees who are about to retire have a 
lot of valuable information to share if they are 
encouraged. 

Research tells us they are just as interested and 
capable of learning as younger employees, 
providing they have the 
opportunity and don’t 
feel threatened.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
D. Dealing with Older Employees Tell participants: The key here is to treat them as individuals, respect their skills, and give them opportunities to shine, but refuse to be bullied into accepting behavior that isn’t right, such as disregarding safety. Even employees who are about to retire have a lot of valuable information to share if they are encouraged. Research tells us they are just as interested and capable of learning as younger employees, providing they have the opportunity and don’t feel threatened.Organizations who at one time didn’t want to spend training dollars on older employees because of a fear they wouldn’t learn (or that they would learn, but leave and take that expensive knowledge with them), are beginning to realize that with the skills shortage they can’t afford to leave one segment of the workforce out of the loop when it comes to training. Ask for participant’s input.



Supervising Friends

You’re my friend, but 
now I supervise you!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
E. Dealing with Friends Who You Now Supervise Tell participants: Everyone needs friends, and friendships in the workplace can survive providing there are guidelines. Most of the supervisors who have been successful maintaining their friendships say they talked it over with their friend and made an agreement to only talk work at work, never during their social time together. Other guidelines include going to parties and social events but leaving earlier than the others, and never getting intoxicated in company with the people they supervise. 



Unions

You’re in a Union??

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
F. Dealing with UnionsTell participants: Know the union contract inside out. Keep the lines of communication open with both union stewards and with all employees so everyone hears the same message: work with them for the benefit of everyone. Make friends with the union steward but don’t rely on him to always get your message out to the employees.  Settle grievances at the lowest level possible, hopefully before they become official grievances. Organizations don’t usually like supervisors who cause a great number of grievances. On the other hand, you don’t want to be seen as a pushover, so again, know your contract. If you are new and don’t know the contract, find someone who will explain it to you, so you know what you can and cannot do.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
7. Activity - Case StudiesTime:	25 MinutesMaterials:	Case Studies handout (H3) Divide the main group into 2 teams. Have team “A” read and discuss Case Study 1: The Oh-SO-Friendly Supervisor. Have them answer the questions for Case Study 1 also. Have team “B” do the same for Case Study 2: The Fresh Supervisor. 



Case Study

A: Case Study 1: The Oh-SO-Friendly 
Supervisor
1. If you had the opportunity to advise Sue, 

what would you suggest?
2. What should Randy’ role be?
3. Do you have any additional suggestions 

that can help new employees make a 
smoother transition?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 A. Case Study 1Ask participants the following questions for discussion for Case Study 1:If you had the opportunity to advise Sue, what would you suggest?What should Randy’ role be?Do you have any additional suggestions that can help new employees make a smoother transition? Be sure to bring up the following points about Case Study 1: Sue was naïve to assume she could remain friends with all her employees without any discussion of the change that had taken place, once she accepted the role of supervisor.Like Wilson, Sue needed to talk with the employees about her expectations and their expectations. She had a new role with new responsibilities and that should have been addressed up front.You can be friendly with employees without being friends with them.Work friendships belong at work.People who take advantage of you are not friends anyway.Randy has a role to play here as well. He is shirking his duty by not talking with Sue; preferably before damage was done to the department.  



Case Study

B: Case Study 2: The Fresh Supervisor
• What did Wilson do wrong?
• What advice would you give Wilson now?
• Do you have any additional suggestions for 

new supervisors to make their transition 
easier?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
B. Cast Study 2Ask participants the following questions for Case Study 2:What did Wilson do wrong?What advice would you give Wilson now?Do you have any additional suggestions for new supervisors to make their transition easier? Be sure to bring up the following points about Case Study 2:We as supervisors are not always right. We don’t lose face by refusing to back down; but we do gain stature when we are willing to apologize. In this instance Wilson would apologize for his approach, not because employees should not be asked to work until the end of their workday.One of our first acts as a new supervisor should be to sit down with employees and discuss what they expect of you and what you expect of them. Obviously Wilson hadn’t done this.New supervisors must be wary of acting rashly. If supervisors have a history of doing what they are about to ask others not to do, they had better take some time to develop a rationale for their changed behavior. For example, Wilson could say he had never realized the cost to the company to leave early time after time.Aggressive behavior rarely wins the day for us. A calm approach without arrogance will serve us far better in the long run.New supervisors should never speak disparagingly of their predecessor. You can’t build yourself up by tearing others down. This is actually a good rule at any time.



Who are You Responsible to?

To Management
• Projects are on time and on budget
• Kept informed of progress
• Defend in front of others, 

criticize in private

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
8. Discussion - A Supervisor’s ResponsibilitiesTime:	15 minutes Materials:	Flipchart paper and markers	 Tell participants: Regardless of what industry you work in, there are some fundamental responsibilities to management, to your team, and to you, that you must be prepared for. Ask the group to work in small teams to identify these responsibilities:  To managementTo the workgroupTo himself Using the slide, go over the following with participants: Responsibilities to ManagementProjects are on time and on budget.Kept informed of progress and of possible problems.To defend their (management) position/point of view in front of co-workers and subordinates, while you address your criticisms to them (management) in private.



Who are You Responsible to?
To the workgroup
• Support in front of others, criticize in 

private
• Fair and consistent interpretation of 

rules, regulations, and policies
• Opportunities for them to grow
• Safe work environment
• Communication

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Responsibilities to WorkgroupYour support and recognition of them in front of co-workers and subordinates, while you address criticisms to them individually and in private.Fair and consistent interpretation of rules, regulations, and policies.Opportunities for them to grow and develop.Safe work environment.Communication.



Who are You Responsible to?
To Yourself
• Recognize your competence and your 

successes
• Recognize you can’t do it all
• Commit to continuous learning
• Balance. Nobody ever said on their 

deathbed, “I wish I’d spent more time 
in the office

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Responsibilities to YourselfRecognize your competence and your successes.Recognize you can’t do it all. Learn from failure and go on.Commit to continuous learning.Balance. Nobody ever said on their deathbed, “I wish I’d spent more time in the office.”



Four Keys to Surviving
Ask for Help
• This is not the time to 

be a superhero and 
pretend that you 
know everything

Ask for Resources
• What people and/or 

materials do you and 
your employees need 
to do a better job? 

Find a Mentor
• Find someone that 

you can turn to for 
advice and guidance 
over the long haul. 

Set Limits
• Learn to say, “No”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tell participants that there are four keys to surviving life as a supervisor – now or ten years from now. Ask for help.This is not the time to be a superhero and pretend that you know everything. Remember, there is no such thing as a dumb question. Ask others for advice, including your own supervisor, your colleagues, and experts in the area. It’s even OK to ask employees questions, as long as they’re the most likely source of information. (For example, you wouldn’t want to ask them about the company’s disciplinary process, but you might want them to walk you through how they approach a particular task.) Ask for resources.What people and/or materials do you and your employees need to do a better job? Make a list of these items, how it would improve job performance, and how it would generate profit. Then, submit your requests in writing, and keep copies for your records. Remember, you won’t receive anything if you don’t ask. Find a mentor.Find someone that you can turn to for advice and guidance over the long haul. A seasoned supervisor is ideal, but anyone that you know and trust (and that is knowledgeable) will certainly be able to help you. Set limits.Learn to say, “No,” to plan, to prioritize, and to manage your time and resources. This is something we’ll talk about later in the training.



Daily For Yourself
3 Things Everyday

• Believe In People
• Believe in 

Yourself
• Love them 
Unconditionally

Say something 
positive about 

Yourself TO Yourself

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tell participants that there are four keys to surviving life as a supervisor – now or ten years from now. Ask for help.This is not the time to be a superhero and pretend that you know everything. Remember, there is no such thing as a dumb question. Ask others for advice, including your own supervisor, your colleagues, and experts in the area. It’s even OK to ask employees questions, as long as they’re the most likely source of information. (For example, you wouldn’t want to ask them about the company’s disciplinary process, but you might want them to walk you through how they approach a particular task.) Ask for resources.What people and/or materials do you and your employees need to do a better job? Make a list of these items, how it would improve job performance, and how it would generate profit. Then, submit your requests in writing, and keep copies for your records. Remember, you won’t receive anything if you don’t ask. Find a mentor.Find someone that you can turn to for advice and guidance over the long haul. A seasoned supervisor is ideal, but anyone that you know and trust (and that is knowledgeable) will certainly be able to help you. Set limits.Learn to say, “No,” to plan, to prioritize, and to manage your time and resources. This is something we’ll talk about later in the training.



Closing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
9. Closing SummaryTime:	5 minutes Materials:	None Give the participants a summary of the training and what it will look like for them. Tell participants: Training is going to be fun and I think you will be able to get a lot out of it, whether you are a new Supervisor or a seasoned Supervisor. I hope you will share your experiences throughout training and participate willingly. Remember to let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
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